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THE MODIFIED DIAGONAL CYCLE
ON THE TRIPLE PRODUCT OF A POINTED CURVE
by B.H. GROSS and C. SCHOEN

0.

Let k be a field, and let X be a smooth, projective, geometrically
connected curve over k. Let Y = X3 be the triple product of X over fc, and
let
Ai23 ={(x,x,x) :x € X }
denote the image of X in Y under the diagonal embedding.
More generally, if e is a fc-rational point of X, define the following
subvarieties of codimension 2 in Y :
Ai2={(o;,a:,e) x e X }
^i3={(x,e,x) x € X}
^23={(e,x,x) x e X }
Ai={(a;,e,e) x e X}
A2 = {(e,:r,e)

x € X}

As = {(e,e,rr)

x € X}.

In this paper, we will study the codimension 2 cycle Ae on V, which is
defined by
(0.1)

Ae = Ai23 - Ai2 - Ai3 - A23 + AI + A2 + A3.

Key words : Algebraic cycles - Height pairing - Semi-stable reduction - Regular models
- Modular curves.
Math. classification : 14C25 - 14C17 - 11G18.
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We call Ae the modified diagonal cycle, and show it is homologous to
zero on V. We also show that the class of Ae in the Chow group CH2^)
depends only on the class of e in CH1{X) = Pic(X), and the class of Ae
in the Griffiths group Gr^V) is independent of the choice of e.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In §1 we review the equivalence
relations on cycles and operations on Chow groups. In §2 and §3 we study
a natural projector Pg on the Chow group of the product variety Y = X71
over k; this depends on the choice of a fc-rational point e on X, and we
define Ae as the image under Pe of the diagonal cycle. In §4 we study Ae
on V = Xn when X is a rational, elliptic, or hyperelliptic curve, and in §5
consider the associated 1-cycle in the Jacobian J of X. For several reasons,
the case n = 3 is the most interesting one.
The remainder of this paper is concerned with the case where k is
either a number field, or the function field of an algebraic curve S. If k is
a number field, we let S = SpecA where A is the ring of integers of k. We
assume that the curve X over k has a regular, semi-stable model X over S
in which each fibral component is non-singular. In §6 we construct a regular
model V over S with general fibre Y = X3, via an explicit desingularization
of the triple product X3 over 5'. In §7 we show that the modified diagonal
cycle Ag on Y can be extended to a codimension 2 cycle on y which is
numerically equivalent to zero in the normalization of each fibre Vs.
In §8 we use these results to show that the Beilinson-Bloch height pairing (r^Ae,T^(Ae)) is well defined, where r and r ' are self-correspondences
of Y over fc, and depends only on the actions of r* and r^ on the regular
3-forms of V. Some conjectures on this pairing, when X is a Shimura curve,
were presented in [GK], §13.
Acknowledgement : The first author would like to thank J. Harris
and the second author would like to thank M. Schlessinger for helpful
discussions. The second author is grateful for support from the NSF (DMS90-14954) and from the Max-Plank-Institut fur Mathematik in Bonn.
Notational convention : Given a field fc, we denote by k a separable
closure of k.
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1. Chow groups.
Let Y be a smooth, projective, geometrically connected variety over
k. We review the various equivalence relations of cycles on Y [Fu] 1.3, 10.3,
19.3.
For r > 0, let Z^V) be the free abelian group generated by the
irreducible subvarieties of codimension r on Y over k. Let
(1.1)

Z'-(y)rat C Z'-(y)aig C ^(^hom C Z^Y)

be the subgroups of cycles which are rationally equivalent to zero, algebraically equivalent to zero, and homologically equivalent to zero respectively.
We recall that, informally speaking, a cycle is rationally equivalent
to zero if it is of the form Fo — Foo, where I\ is a family of effective
codimension r cycles on Y parametrized by t € P1. Similarly, a cycle is
algebraically equivalent to zero if it is of the form Fa — 1^,, where I\ is a
family of effective codimension r cycles on Y parametrized by points on an
irreducible curve over k. If k = C, a cycle is homologous to zero if it is in
the kernel of the cycle class map to integral cohomology
^^(^—.^(y.ZM).

In general, the homologically trivial cycles are those in the kernel of the
^-adic cycle class mappings [Mi], VI.9,
Z^Y)—.

n

H2r(Y^W).

^char(fc)

If we take the quotients of the groups in (1.1) by the subgroup
^(^Qrat? we ^et tne associated filtration of the Chow group :
(1.2)

0 C CH^Y)^ C CH^Y)^ C CH^Y).

The quotient
(1.3)

Gr^V) = CH^Y^/CH^Y)^

is called the Griffiths group of codimension r cycles. We also define
CHs(Y) = CH^Y) and Gr,(V) = Gr^Y), where s + r = dim(Y).
If / : Y —> Y ' is a proper morphism, it induces a push-forward map
/* : CHs(Y) -^ CHs(Y') [Fu], 1.4. If g : Y ' -^ Y is a flat morphism, it
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induces a pull-back map g* : CHr(Y) -^ CHr(Yt) [Fu] 1.7. Both /„ and
p* preserve the nitrations (1.2) of the respective Chow groups [Fu] 10.3.
The intersection product
CH^Y) 0 CH^Y) —> CH^^Y)
a 0/3 i—> ( a - ( 3 )
denned in [Fu] 6.1, gives CH^Y) = ©CTT^Y) the structure of a
r>0

commutative, associative ring, with unit the class of Y in CH°(Y) = Z.
The pull-back ^* : CH^Y) —> CH^Y') is a ring homomorphism.

2. A projector on product varieties.
Let X be a smooth, projective, geometrically connected curve over k.
Let n > 0 be an integer, and let Y = X71 be the n-fold product of X over
k. Then Y is smooth and projective of dimension n; by convention X° is
the point Spec k.
Let e be a fc-rational point of X. Our aim is to define a cycle
Pe in Z^y x V), which acts as a projector on the Chow group of
V. For any subset T of { l , 2 , - - - , n } , let T ' be the complementary set
{ l , 2 , . . . , n } - T. Write pr : ^n -^ X^^W for the usual projection,
and let qr : X0^^ —^ X71 be the inclusion which uses the point e to fill
in the missing coordinates. For example, if T = {1,2} we have
{pT(x^X2,'",Xn)

\qT{x^x^}

={X^X^

= (a;i,a;2,e,e,-'-,e).

Let PT be the graph of the morphism qr o pr : Y —> V, viewed as a cycle
of codimension n on V x V, and define
(2.1)

Pe = ^(-l)^ ^PT
T

in Z^y x V). The sum is taken over the T' distinct subsets T of
{1,2, • • • , n}. For example, when n = 3, we find
(2.2)

Pe = Pi23 - Pl2 - Pl3 - ?23 + PI + ?2 + ?3 - P^.

The Chow group CH^^Y x Y) is an associative ring under the
operation of composition ao(3 of correspondences. Any class a € CHn(Y x
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Y) gives an endomorphism of the graded abelian group CH*(Y)^ by the
formula a* = (pr2)*(a • pr^), and the map Off^Y x Y) -^ End^CH^Y))
is a ring homomorphism [Fu] 16.1.2.
PROPOSITION 2.3. — We have Pe o Pe = Pe in CHn(Y x V), hence
(Pe)* is a projector on the graded Chow group CH9^) = CH9{Xn).
Proof. — If S and T are subsets of {1, • • • , n}, we have PS°PT = Qs°
Ps°qT°PT = qsnTopSHT = PSHT- Hence PsoPe = ZX-1)08'^1 Tl -RSHTT

This sum is zero, except in the case when S = {1,2, • • • ,n}. Hence
PeOPe=Pe.

We now compute the action of (Pe)* on the homology of Y = X71,
using the Kiinneth decomposition H^(Y) = H^^X)^.
PROPOSITION 2.4. — Let h = h]_ 0 /^ 0 • • • 0 hn be a homology class
on V, where hi € Hd,{X). Then
( D \ h-^ i f d ^ ' - ' d n ^ O
^ - t o ifd,d2'"dn=0.
Proof. — We sketch the argument when k = C and ff» is singular
homology. In this case, we may represent the classes hi by oriented, compact
manifolds Mi in X(C) with dim (Mi) = di. If pr maps the product
Mi x • • • x Mn to a manifold of smaller dimension, then (Pr)^h = 0.
Otherwise, (Pr)*^ = ^«
Let S be the subset of {1, • • • ,n} consisting of those indices where
di = dim Mi = 0. The above argument gives
f 0 if T ' H S ' is non-empty
(Pr)*^-^ if r e 5.
Thus (Pe)*ft =

^ (_i)Card T' . ^ r^g g^ ^ ^^ unless 5 is the empty
T'.T'CS

set, i.e., dida • • • dn 7^ 0.
COROLLARY 2.5. — (Pe)* annihilates the homology groups Ho(Y)^
H\(Y)^ H ' z ( Y ) ^ . . . , Hn-i(Y) and maps Hn(Y) onto the Kiinneth summand
H^X)^.
By Poincare duality, we may identify Hi{Y) with H^-^Y).
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COROLLARY 2.6. — (Pe)^ annihilates the cohomology groups H2n{Y),
H - (Y),-",Hn^l(Y), and maps ^(Y) onto the Kiinneth summand
H^X)^.
2n l

3. The modified diagonal cycle.
Let A(X) denote the image of X in Y = X71 under the diagonal
embedding. If T is a non-empty subset of {1,2 • • • , n}, AT = (Pr)*(A(X))
is a 1-cycle on Y. The modified diagonal cycle is defined by
A e—A

V
/,

l -nCard T' -AT.
A
(-1)

T

non-empty

When n = 3, this agrees with the definition (0.1), using (2.2).
PROPOSITION 3.1. — For all n >: 3, the cycle Ag is homologous to
zero on Y = X71.
Proof. — The class of Ae in CH^(Y) = CH71-1^) is equal to
(Pe)*(A(X)), as (P<^,)* annihilates 1-cycles. But the cycle class mapping
ct: CI^-^Y) —> Jf^-^y.Z^n - 1))
commutes with the action of (Pe)*. Thus
d?(Ae) = d?((PeMA(X)))
= (Pe)^(A(X)).

Since (Pe)* anihilates H271'2 once n > 3 by (3.1), this class is zero.
Note 3.2. — When n = 2 the cycle Ae = Ai2 - Ai - A2 has
cohomology class in ^(X) 02 , by (2.6). When n > 4, an argument similar
to the proof of Proposition 3.1 shows that, when k = C, Ae has trivial AbelJacobi class in the intermediate Jacobian associated to the cohomology
group Jf^-^V).
Note 3.3. — If y = (a-i,..., Xn) is a ^-rational point of V, the 0-cycle
(Pe)*(2/) is homologically equivalent to zero on Y once n > 1, and has
trivial class in the Albanese variety of Y once n > 2.
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Finally, we investigate the dependence of the class Ag in CH\ (Y) =
CH^^^Y) on the choice of a point e of X. First, note that there is a
canonical cycle P of codimension noiiXxYxY= X271"^1 such that
(3.4)

P

=Pe

on YxY.

exYxY

Indeed, let Pr(^) be the map QT°PT ' Y —> V, defined using a variable point
x for e. Then the T^-component of P is the subvariety x x (graph of Pr(^))
of X x Y2.
Write pr2 : X x Y2 -> Y (respectively pns : X x Y2 -. X x Y) for
projection on the second (respectively first and third) factors. From P and
the diagonal A(X) in V, we construct a class
A=(pri3).(P.pr^(A(X)))
of dimension 2 on X x V, with the property
A

=Ae

onY.

exY

The class A in turn determines a homomorphism
(3.5)

A, : CH^X) = Pic(X) —> CH^^Y)

defined by A^ = (pry)+(A • pr^-). We have A^(e) = Ae. Since A+ is
compatible with algebraic equivalence, it maps the subgroup CHl(X)^y =
Pic°(X) to aH^-^y^ig. We have therefore shown.
PROPOSITION 3.6. — Let d = ^m^e)e be a divisor on X. The
class of the cycle A^ = ^m(e)Ae in CHi(Y) depends only on the
class ofd in Pic(X). The class of A^ in the Griffiths group Gri(Y) =
CH^(Y)^om/CH-^(Y)a[g depends only on the integer degd == ^m(e).
By the Proposition, once n > 3 there is always a canonical cyclic
subgroup in the Griffiths group Gri(Y) = Gr71"1^71) generated by the
class of Ad for d a ^-rational divisor class of minimal degree. An interesting
geometric question is to determine the locus of curves X where this cyclic
group has finite order.
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4. Rational, elliptic and hyperelliptic curves.
We retain our previous notation : X is a curve with a fe-rational point
e, V = X71, and Ae is the modified diagonal 1-cycle on Y.
PROPOSITION 4.1. — Assume that n > 2. If X has genus zero, the
cycle Ag is rationally equivalent to zero on V.
Proof. — For n > 3 we have seen that Ae is homologous to zero.
When H1^) = 0, this is also true for n = 2 by (3.2). Since X has a
fc-rational point, X = P1 and Y = (P1)71. Writing X = e U A1 and taking
products gives rise to a "cellular decomposition" of Y in the sense of [Pu]
1.9.1. It follows that CH9(Y) is generated by the classes of the product
subvarieties V\ x ... x Vn, where each Vi is either e or P1. There are 271 such
subvarieties. By the Klinneth formula, their cohomology classes form a basis
for H^^Y^k.Z^)). (Here i is a prime distinct from the characteristic of
k.) Thus the cycle class map
Cir(Y) — H29^ 0 fc,Z^))
is injective. The proposition follows.
Before considering the case when X is elliptic or hyperelliptic, we
remark that Ag is closely related to a cycle Fg on the n^ symmetric
product S^^X. Let
/ : X71 —^ S71^

(4.2)

be the covering map, which is Galois with group the symmetric group Syi
on n letters, and define a 1-cycle on S^X by
(4.3)

re=A(Ae).

We then have the formula
(4.4)

/*(re)=/*(AAe)=n!.Ae

in Z^V).

PROPOSITION 4.5. — Assume that n >, 3. If X has genus one, then
Te is rationally equivalent to zero on SnX. IfX has genus two, then Fg is
algebraically equivalent to zero on SnX.
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Proof. — Write J = Pic°(X) and view SnX as the space of effective
degree n divisors on X. When n > 2g - 1 the morphism
TTn : S^X —— J,

7Tn(D) = Ox(D - Tie)

is a P^-bundle [Fu] 4.3.3. We have Cir^X) = CW(J)[$]/P(0, where
$ C CHl(SnX) is represented by the image of
h: 5n-lX —— ^X,

h(D) = D + e

and P is a monic polynomial of degree n - g + 1 [Fu] 3.3(b). Since
C'iy°(J) = Z and C^f^J) = Pic(J)(A;), we find :

(4.6)

CH^^S^X) = f^Pic^)^)
1

CH^^X) = r~ • z e ^"^^(J)^)

^=1

^ =i

^n-i^n^ ^ ^-2pic(J)(fc) e ^CH^J) g = 2.
Since dim J ^ 2, homological and algebraic equivalence coincide in
CH9^). Hence they coincide in CH9(SnX). Since Fg is homologically
trivial by Proposition 3.1, it is algebraically equivalent to zero on SnX.
To treat the case g = 1 define
W = {(x-i,...,Xn) e X1'1 : Xi = e for some i}
and consider the commutative diagram
W

lf\w

-^

Xn

[f

s^x -^ snx
[ TTn-1

x

[ TTn

= x .

The class $n-2 € C'jHi^"1^) is represented by the section of TTn-i which
maps a point x to the divisor x + (n - 2)e. Thus (4.6) implies that
(7r,-i), : CH^^X)^ -. CH\X)^
and

^ : CHn-l(SnX)^ -. CH^^X)^

are isomorphisms. Intersection theory [Fu], 6.2(a) gives
(TTn-l)* 0 h^Fe) = (^-i), 0 fe* 0 /,(Ae) = (^-i), 0 (/|^), 0 Z*(A,).

But z*(Ag) = 0 since the restriction of Ae to each irreducible component
of W is zero.
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COROLLARY 4.7. — Ifn > 3 and g = 1, then n!Ae = 0 in CT^Y).
Ifn >3 andg=2, then n\^e == 0 in Gri(y).
We can make these results slightly more precise when n = 3, using
an explicit construction, which also applies to hyperelliptic curves.
PROPOSITION 4.8. —Assume that the curve X has an involution a
over k which fixes the point e, and that the quotient curve has genus zero.
Then Fe == 0 in CH'^^X).

Proof. — Let u : (X,e) —> (P^oo) be the associated covering of
degree 2, with Galois group (l,(r). We define three functions on three
surfaces in S^X, such that the sum of their divisors is equal to the cycle
Fe.

If we view points of SkX as effective divisors of degree k on X, the
three surfaces are the images of the maps :
^:

^:

rs:

s2X

——

S^X

X-i + X^

I——>

X\ + ^2 + €

x2

—

s^

(^15^2)

'—^

.z-i+2^2

XxP1
(x,t)

—>
i—>

S3X
x-\-u*(t).

The respective functions are given by
A (^1+^2)

= (u(x^) - u(x^))-2

onS2X

/2(a*i,^2)
fs(x,t)

= u(x^) - u(x2)
= {u(x) -1)-1

on X2
on X x P1.

Let Di = (r^)^(div(^)) be the associated 1-cycles on S^X.
We find that
2^1 = 4{a; + 2e} - 2{x -^ x" -{-e} - {2x + e}
D^ = {3x} + {2x + .r^} - 2{2a: + e} - 2{o; + 2e}
^3 = {.r + 2e} + 2{a; -h ^ + e} - {2.r + a^}.
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Hence J9i + D^ + D^ = {3x} - 3{2x + e} + 3{x + 2e} = Fe. Since the D,
are rationally equivalent to zero in CH^^X), so is Ye'
COROLLARY 4.9. — If the curve X is hyperelliptic, then 6Ae ^ 0 in
Gr^X3), for all points e on X.
Following [Ce] and [Co-vG], one can give examples ofnon-hyperelliptic
curves X of genus 3 where Ac has infinite order in the Griffiths group Gr2
ofy=X3.

5. One-cycles on the Jacobian.
In this section, X is a curve of genus g >_ 1. Let J = Pic°(X) be the
Jacobian of X, and let
(5.1)

i:x

x

- }
^ Ox{x-e)

be the standard inclusion. Let [m] : J —^ J be the isogeny "multiplication
bym".
The map i of (5.1) induces a map
(5.2)

^-S^X

—->

J

Xl + X^ + • • • + Xn

•——>

Ox(x^ + X2 + • • • + Xn - U • e)

and it is reasonable to study the class (z^re in C'ffi(J). The following is
obvious from the definitions.
PROPOSITION 5.3. — Let i(X) = i^.X be the one-cycle on J given by
the image of (5.1). Then for n > 1, the direct image (^ o /)*Ae = (i^Fe
of the modified diagonal cycle in CH^(J) is equivalent to the sum

^(-^(^["-^wk^O
This sum is homologically trivial ifn > 3, and, when k = C, it is AbelJacobi trivial once n > 4.
Note 5.4. — The one cycle ^ c(m)[m]^i(X) is homologically trivial if
and only if ^ c(m)m2 = 0; if k = C and ^ c(m)m3 = 0, it also has trivial
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class in the intermediate Jacobian. The subgroup spanned by these cycles
in the Griffiths group Gri(J) has been studied in [CoVG].

6. Good models for triple products of curves.
Let R be a discrete valuation ring with fraction field k and residue
field ko. Let U be a smooth, proper, geometrically connected fc-variety.
Write TT G R for a uniformizing parameter and ko for a separable closure
of ko. One conjectures that there exists a regular scheme U^ proper and
flat over Spec R^ with general fiber U'. This is known to hold when the
dimension of U is 1. We show in this section that if U does exist and if
its special fiber is sufficiently nice, then there is an explicit proceedure for
constructing regular models over Spec R for powers of U. One application
of this result will be the construction of a regular model for the triple
product of a curve.
Let n — 1 denote the dimension of U over k. For any local ring 0, we
write 6 for a strict henselization.
DEFINITION 6.1. — A scheme U over R is said to be a good model for
U provided
(1)

U is proper and flat over Spec R with generic fiber U.

(2)

The special fibre UQ = U Xspec R Spec ko is geometrically connected
and every irreducible component is a non-singular variety.

(3)

For each closed point UQ € U there is an integer r satisfying 1 <r <n
and an isomorphism of R-algebras
{R[x^...,Xn\^,x^...,x^/(Xl...Xr-7T)) ' -^ OU,UQ'

In particular U is a regular scheme [Mi] 3.17.

Example 6.2. — Let X be a smooth, projective, geometrically connected curve of genus g > 1 over a number field k. Let Ok denote the integers
of k. The theory of semi-stable reduction (cf. [Si] VII 5.4 and [Des]) shows
that there is a finite extension k' of k with the property that the base
change Xfk' has a regular semi-stable model 3£' over o ^ ' The notions of
good model and regular semi-stable model are closely related. The main
differences are :
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(1)

The irreducible components of the special fiber are allowed to have
ordinary double point singularities in a semi-stable model but not in
a good model.

(2)

An irreducible component of the special fiber which has genus 0 must
meet the remaining components in at least two points in a semi-stable
model. There is no similar requirement for good models.

Given a good model one obtains a model which is both good and
semi-stable by contracting genus 0 curves which meet the other fiber
components at only one point. Given a regular semi-stable model one
eliminates ordinary double points in fiber components by adjoining a square
root of the uniformising parameter to the base and blowing up. If all
components of the special fiber are defined over the residue field, then
this gives a model which is both good and semi-stable. In particular, X has
a such model over the integers in some finite extension field k11 of k.
Let U\ and V^ be two smooth proper geometrically connected varieties
over k with good models U\ and U^ over R. The fiber product Wi :=
U\ Xspec pU^ fails to be regular precisely at the points (^1,^2) where each
Ui is a singular point of the closed fiber (Ui)o = Uz Xspec R Spec ko. Thus
Wi is not a good model for U\ x U^ unless U\ or U^ is smooth over Spec R.
In order to describe a proceedure for desingularizing Wi to obtain a
good model, we begin by fixing an (arbitrary) ordering of the components
of the special fiber, Wi Xspec R Spec ko. The total number of components
will be denoted by j. For 0 < j < j define inductively 7j : Wj+i —^ Wj to
be the blow up centered at the strict transform of the j-tb. component of
the special fiber. Define
(TJ : Wj -^ Wi,

(TJ = 7^_i o ... o 71.

When j = j + 1 we write simply
a:W-^Wi.
PROPOSITION 6.3. — }V is a good model for U\ x U^.
Proof. — Define rii = dim.(L^) + 1. Given integers q, r, 5, satisfying
(6.4)
define the ring

1 < q <, r <, HI

and

1 < s <, n^,
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Aq r s = R

f6 ^

' '

^xl' ' " ' xn^n^^xl"^x(l ~ 7r5 ^l-^r - a;ni+l...^ni+s),

and the ideal m = (7r,a;i, ...^i+rj C Aq^s'
Fix a closed point w € Wj. We claim that there are integers 9, r, s, satisfying
(6.4) and an isomorphism of ^-algebras
(6.6)

Ow,,w^(A^)ni'.

A neighborhood of w € Wi is isomorphic in the etale topology to a
neighborhood of the origin in Spec of
R[x-t,...,Xn^/(x-i...Xr - Tr) ^-R[^m+i, •..,^1+712]/(^m+i-^ni+s -7I-).

Thus (6.6) holds when j = 1. (Take r = q.) Assume now that (6.6) holds
for j and deduce that it holds for j + 1. To simplify the notation we write
A for Aq^s' The components of the special fiber of Wy which contain w
correspond to the components of
(6.7) SpecA/TT ^ Specko[x^,...,Xn^n2]/(Xl...Xq,Xz...Xr-Xn^l...Xn^s)'

These are defined by the ideals
(xi, Xn^i)A,

1 <i <r,l <l < s

and

a^A,

r < i < q.

In order to analyze the local effect of blowing up components of the special
fiber of Wj we may work with the strict henselization or with the local
ring Am. Blowing up a component defined by a principal ideal will have
no effect. Note that (a^rCni+OAm is a principal ideal if either r = 1 or
s = 1. If r > 1 and s > 1, then the blow up along the ideal (xi,Xn^i)A^
is covered by two charts given by the spectra of the following subrings of
the total ring of fractions of Am :
6.8.A
S~ R[x\,...,X^...,Xn^n^\/{x^...x[...XqXn^l - 7T,
/
X^_...Xi...Xr - ^+i...a^i-^...^7ii+s)

where x\ = Xi/Xn^i and
6.8.B
S~'lR[x^...,X^l,...,Xn^n^/{x^..Xq-fK,
^"^
/
\
X\...X^...XT — Xn^-^^...X^^...Xn^-\-s)
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where x^^ = Xn^i/Xi and S = A - m. The closed points of (6.8.A)
are in bijective correspondence with the elements of ko. The corresponding
maximal ideals have the form
Ha = (7r,a;i,...,^_i,^ -a,^+i,...,a;ni+n2)5

ae R.

In case a € TrR we may take a = 0 and the henselization is isomorphic to
(Ag+i^,s-i)m". If a is a unit in -R, then x\ is a unit in the local ring at
Ha. A change of variables in (6.8.A) such as x[ = x\x\ then gives that the
henselization is isomorphic to (Aq^-i,s-i)m^' The situation with (6.8.B)
is similar. It follows by induction that (6.6) holds for all j.
We now show that W satisfies (6.1) (3). It suffices to show that when
j = j + 1 then either r = 1 or s = 1 in (6.6). If this were not the case then
(;ri,a;^-i-i)Ani would be a non-principal ideal which defines a component
of the closed fiber of SpecAm —> SpecR. This component would correspond
either to the strict transform of a component Cj of the closed fiber of Wi
or to a new component which was introduced in the process of blowing up.
We may rule out the second possiblity since the local description of the
blow-ups shows that these do not introduce new components in the closed
fiber. Now the strict transform of Cj in Wj is the center for the blow-up
7j : Wj+i —> Wj. The inverse image of Cj in Wj+i is defined by a locally
principal sheaf of ideals. The same holds for the strict transform in every
Wj' with j ' > j + 1. This contradicts (a:i,a;ni+i)Am being non-principal.
Finally we check that the components of the special fiber of Wj are
non-singular varieties. From the explicit description of Spec A/TT (6.7),
this holds locally in the etale topology. It remains to check that there are
no singular irreducible components of Wj Xspec R Spec fco which become
unions of non-singular varieties when the base field is extended from A;o
to fco. In fact this pathology will not occur, because of the tautological
bijection between components of Wj Xgpec R Spec A;o and components of
Wi ><Spec R Spec ko and the non-singularity of the latter.
Remark 6.9. — The resolution of singularities described above is not
canonical, since it depends on a choice of ordering of the components of
the special fiber. Experience shows that resolutions which are canonical
(eg. [Sch], [De3], 5.5) introduce components with multiplicity greater than
one in the special fiber. Thus they do not yield good models.
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COROLLARY 6.10. — Let E/i,...,L^ be smooth, proper, geometrically
connected k-varieties with good models U\^...^Ui over R. Then U\ x ... x Ui
has a good model over R.
Proof. — Use the previous proposition and induction on I.
Now let X be a curve over k with a good model X over R. The
corollary gives us one construction of a good model for X3 over R. A
slightly different proceedure, which turns out to be more convenient in
certain circumstances, is given in the next proposition.
Write XQ = X XspecR Spec ko for the special fiber of X and X3 for the
3-fold fiber product of X over Spec R.
PROPOSITION 6.11 — Fix an ordering of the components of the
special fiber X^ C X3. Blow up X3 along the ideal sheaf of the first
component. Then blow up the resulting scheme along the ideal sheaf of
the strict transform of the second component. Continue, proceeding one
component at a time in increasing order. When the strict transform of the
last component has been blow up, the result is a good model for X3.
Proof. — The argument is similar to the proof of (6.3) and will only
be sketched. For x a closed point of X,

°x,x^ ( ^i^i/n^-^
<

i

i=l

where j = 1 or 2, depending on whether or not XQ is regular at x. Thus
the strictly local ring at a non-regular point of X3 has the form
(6.12.A)

(R[X\,X^X^X^X^\/(X^ -7T,X^ -^3^4))"

or

(6.12.B) (R[x-t,x<2,xs,x^,x^,X6}/(x-iX<z — TT.X-^X^ — x^ 3*4, x\x^ — x^xo))".

The former situation has been treated in the proof of (6.3). The main step
remaining is to analyze the blow up of the spectrum of the second ring
along the component of the closed fiber defined by the ideal (^1,^3,^5).
This is left to the reader.
Write V for the good model of X3 constructed in (6.11) and write Yo
for the special fiber. Some facts about the structure of YQ will be helpful
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in our construction of the local height pairing for the modified diagonal
cycle on X3. Write {Ca}aeAo ^OT ^ne components of XQ and let So be the
set of singular points of XQ. Recall that the good model V depends on a
choice of ordering of the set A§ which indexes the components of X§. For
a = (a, a7, a") € A§ let Va denote the component of YQ which maps to the
component Za := Ca x Ca' x Co," of X§.
The following result will be useful in the construction of the height
pairing.
LEMMA 6.13. — The scheme YQ over kQ depends only on XQ. It is
independent of the choice of discrete valuation ring R and good model X
with special fiber XQ.

Proof (Sketch). — YQ is a global normal crossing divisor on y whose
components are in bijective correspondence to those of X§. We will describe
how the components of YQ are obtained from those of X§. Once this is done,
it is not difficult to describe how the components intersect.
The main point is to show that the effect of each blow-up in the
resolution y —^ X3 on the components of the special fiber may be described
explicitly in terms of the special fiber itself without reference to the ambient
scheme. Consider first (Tg_ : X —>• X3, the blow-up of X3 along the ideal
sheaf of a component Zg_— of X§. It is straightforward to check that the
-3
strict transform of Z&, b ^ a in X is isomorphic to Z& blown up along
Zb H Za.
With more effort we can describe the component Za of the special
~ — -3
~
o
fiber of X corresponding to Zg_. Let Z^ denote the closed subscheme of Xg
consisting of all components except Zg_. Write J for the ideal sheaf of the
(reduced) singular locus of the divisor Z^ H Zg_ on Zg_. One checks using the
explicit coordinates (6.12) that the inverse image ideal sheaf [Ha] ,11.7.12.2,
of J on Zg_ is an invertible sheaf of ideals. It is then not difficult to deduce
from the universal property of blow-ups and the explicit geometry of the
map Za_ —f Zo_ that Za_ is isomorphic to the blow-up of Za_ along J . Thus
^ 0

all the components of the special fiber of X may be explicitly described in
terms of Xj. The same holds for how the components meet. Later blow-ups
in the resolution process (6.11) are similar.
We give an explicit description of the components Vg_ of Vo, leaving
the details of the verification to the reader : The natural map
(6.14)

V^Za,
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is a birational morphism which is biregular except possibly above points
c = (ci,C2,C3) with at least two of the c^s contained in SQ. Let b be the
minimal element in the ordered set A^ such that the component Z& contains
c. The nature of the fiber over c depends upon the dimension of Zg_ H Z^_
at c. If this dimension is 2, then (6.14) is locally an isomorphism. If the
dimension is 1, then the fiber is isomorphic to P1. If Za = Z&, then the
fiber is either P1 or P2 blown up at 3 non-colinear points, depending on
whether exactly two or all three of the c^s are contained in So. Finally, the
dimension of Zg_ Fl Z^ at c can be 0 only when all c^s lie in So, in which
case the fiber of (6.14) is again isomorphic to P2 blown up at 3 non-colinear
points.
Example 6.15. — Suppose that XQ consists of only two components
Co, and Co.' - Then a good model y can be constructed from X3 in two steps.
First blow up the component Z(a,a,a) then blow up the strict transform of
Z ^ ' , a ' , a ' } ' Of course the recipe (6.11) calls for us to continue to blow up
the remaining six components of the special fiber. However these are now
all Cartier divisors, so the last six blow ups have no effect.
We end this section with a lemma which gives information needed
later about the desingularization process in (6.3). We recall the notations
of (6.3) and write pr^ : Wj -^ Ui,i € {1,2}, for the projection on the i'th
factor.
LEMMA 6.16. — pr^ o o-j : Wj —> Ui is proper and flat.
Proof. — The properness is clear. For the flatness it is useful to know
that Wj is Cohen-Macaulay. It suffices to check that each Ag^,s is CohenMacaulay. This is the case because Aq^.s is the quotient of a regular ring
by an ideal generated by a regular sequence (6.5).
Since Ui is regular and Wj is Cohen-Macaulay, flatness of pr^ o o-j will
follow if all fibers have the same dimension [Al K1],V.3.5. To verify this we
begin with a closed point (14,^2) € U\ Xspecj?^2- Suppose r components
of (^i)o pass through u\ and s components of {U^o pass through u^.
Locally in the etale topology U\ XspecR^2 is given by Spec(Ay^,s) (6.5)
and each blow up by (6.8). Choose w € ^•^((ni,^)) so that at any
stage in the sequence of blow ups, (TJ : Wj —> U\ Xgpecfi^ the image
of w in any chart of the form (6.8.A) (respectively (6.8.B)) is the maximal
ideal (7r,.z;i, ...,^, ...,.^1+712) (respectively (Tr.a-i, ...,<_^, ...,.z:n,+nJ). We
divide those components of the special fiber of U\ Xgpeci? ^2 which are
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centers of non-trivial blow-ups dominated by Ow ,w into two classes
depending upon whether the image of w lies in a chart of type (6.8.A)
or (6.8.B). If / (respectively i) is fixed, then there is at most one i
(respectively () such that the ideal (xi^Xni+i) defines a component in the
first (respectively second) class. We may thus reindex the a:j's so that there
are natural numbers r ' and s/ satisfying r ' < r and 5' < s and functions
p : {5'+l,...,5}-^{l,...,r}

and

m : {r 7 + l,...,r}-^{l, ...,5}

such that the ideals in the first (respectively second) class are
{(^p(0^m+z) : 5' + 1 < I < 5},
respectively

{(^, ^ni+m(i)) : r ' + 1 < i <, r}.

Set Qi == p"^). By applying (6.8.A) s — s' times and (6.8.B) r — r ' times,
we find that the map pr^ o a-j corresponds to the map of ^-algebras :
R[x^,...,Xni}/(x-t...Xr-7T)
—> R[x\^ ...,a:nl+7l2]/(a;l•••a;r^nl+s/+l•••^nl+s—7^5a;l•••a;r/—^nl+l•••^nl+s/)?

Xi—>Xi when r < i < HI;

Xi —^ Xi ]"[ Xn^i^ when 1 < i < r.
i^Qi
Here ]"[ Xn^i = 1 if Q.i is empty. The fiber over the maximal ideal
leQi
(7r,a;i,...,a;nJ is Spec of
fco[^l,...,a•nl+n2]/( a ; l (

U ^m+Z j ? • • • ?-^r (

\^Qi

/

\[

\^a

^ni+Z ) 5 a;r+l5 • • • ^m 5

/

X\...XrXn^st-^l'"Xn^s^ ^l.-.^r' - ^ni+l.-.^m+s7)?

which clearly has dimension n^ — 1, independent of what partition Q. of
{5' + 1, ...,5} occurs and what the values of r, r', 5, or s/ may be. Since
any component of the fiber (pr^ o crj)"^!) includes a point w as above,
all fibers have dimension n^ — 1.

7. Extending the modified diagonal cycle

to the regular model.
We retain the notation of the previous section : X is a smooth,
projective, geometrically connected curve over the discretely valued field
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fc, and X is a good, semi-stable model (assumed to exist) for X over the
valuation ring R. Recall that Ao indexes the components of XQ and that
an ordering of A^ has been fixed. Let V —^ X3 be the good model of X3
over R constructed in (6.11) and let YQ be the special fibre of V over the
residue field ko. Let VQ be the normalization of YQ over ko and write
(7.1)

A : Vb -^ Yo -^ V

for the composition of the natural maps over R.
We assume that X has a section e over R. Write e for its generic point
on X and eo for its specialization to XQ. Then eo is not a singular point, so
the component Co of XQ containing eo is uniquely defined. Let Ae be the
modified diagonal cycle on X3 constructed in §3, and extend Ae to a cycle
A^ of codimension 2 on y by summing with appropriate signs the closures
of the irreducible components Aiss, A^-, A^ of Ae in y.
When XQ is not smooth, this naive extension of Ae is not sufficient
to construct a local height pairing. We must find an extension which pulls
back to a numerically trivial cycle on Vo- In this section, we will prove that
such a modification of Ag exists in many cases, such as when A; is a global
field.
PROPOSITION 7.2. —Assume that the residue field ko is finitely
generated over the prime field. Then there is a rational divisor z G
^(Vb) ^ Q such that A*(Ag - \^(z)) is numerically equivalent to zero
mZ^Vb^Q.
Remark 7.3. — The class Ag - \,,(z) in Z2^) (g) Q also extends Ae
on the general fibre. The construction of the divisor z in Proposition 7.2 is
indirect, through cohomology, via the truth of the Tate conjectures for VQ.
It would be useful to have a more explicit construction.
To begin the proof of 7.2, we describe the cycle

A^^-1)171^'
T

where the sum is over non-empty subsets T C {1,2,3}. The closure of each
Ay C X3 in X3 may be identified with the image of a closed immersion
ST : X —^ X3. For example, when T = {1,2}, 6r is the diagonal on the first
two factors of X3 and projection onto the section e on the third factor.
Define ST to be the set of all s C So such that
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(1)

ST(S) is a singular point of X3 and

(2)

If a is the minimal element in the ordered set A^ for which s € Za,
then ZQ_C\ (^(X) is zero dimensional at s.

LEMMA 7.4. — Let (JT '. XT -> X be the blow-up ofX along ST. Then
ST o OT lifts to a closed immersion
6'T : Xr 7^ Ay C V.

Proof. — If 6r(x) € X3 is a regular point, then the resolution
V —> X3 does not change ($r(X) in a neighborhood of 6{x). If 6r(x) e X3 is
not regular, then x e 5o. We have an explicit description of the strict
henselization of X and hence of X3 (6.12). Using these coordinates we
check that the inverse image ideal sheaf S^Iz^ [Ha], II.7.12.2, is the ideal
sheaf of the reduced scheme Za D ^r(X). Thus'if Za H (5r(X) is locally one
dimensional at x, then ^Iza is locally an invertible sheaf and the blowup of the ambient space along the strict transform of Za does not modify
^r(X) near 6r(rr). On the other hand, if Zg_ H <$r(X) is zero dimensional
at x, then blowing up the ambient space along the strict transform of Za
causes ^r(X) to be blown-up at 6r(x). In either case, the fiber over 6r(x)
in the strict transform of ^r(X) is disjoint from the singular locus of the
ambient scheme once the strict transform of Za has been blown up. Thus
later blow-ups in the resolution y —^ X3 do not cause further modifications
of the strict transform of ^r(3£) above 6r(x).
We may now write
(7.5)

A*(AJ = ^ ^ (-l)!7!^ ^(Xr) • ^.
a€Ag T

Each exceptional P1 in the special fiber of XT has multiplicity two, since it
meets the other fiber components in two points. Such a P1 is contained
in exactly two Vg_'s and thus appears twice in (7.5), each time with
multiplicity (-l)!7^1. The non-exceptional components of the special fiber
of Xr are contained in a unique Vg_ as indicated in the following table.
(Abbreviations : s.t.=strict transform, d.=diagonal.)
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T

a

{1,2,3}

multiplicity

(a, a, a)

1

non-exceptional component in Va
s.t. of small d. in C^

{1,2}

(a, a, 0)

-1

s.t. of d. in C^ x eo

{1}

(a, 0,0)

1

s.t.ofCaXe^ in Za_.

When T = {1,3} or {2,3} the situation is analogous to the case
T = {1,2}. Similarly when T = {2} or {3} the situation is analogous to
the case T = {1}.
LEMMA 7.6. — 1) The cycle A*(AJ in Z^Vo) depends only on XQ
and Co, not on R, X or e.
2) For z C Z^Vo), the class A*A^ in CH2^) depends only on XQ,
not on R or X.
Proof. — 1) We have seen in (6.13) that VQ depends only on XQ and
is independent of R and X. It is clear that the components of A*(AJ listed
in the table depend only on XQ and CQ. It follows from (7.4) that the other
components of A*(AJ depend only on XQ, eo, and the choice of ordering
on A§.
2) We have A* A* z = c^(C) ' z, where C is the invertible sheaf on
Vo whose restriction to each component Vg_ is the normal sheaf Ny / y .
Since (YQ ' Vo) = 0, we have (Vo_ • Vo_) = -~S (14 • Vo). Hence TVy^ ^
b^a

~

^Va ( ~ S (Yb ' Va) ) • This line bundle is independent of R and X, as the
-\

b^a

)

intersections (Vb ' Vg) in V depend only on XQ.
LEMMA 7.7. — The Galois group Gal(fco/A:o) acts semi-simply on the
£-adic cohomology groups ofVo/ko,jind the Tate conjecture is true for VQ :
the subspace H^^Vo/ko^^i))0^0^^ is the ^-span of the classes of
algebraic cycles of codimension i on Vo/ko.
Proof. — It suffices to check this for each component Va of Vo- In each
case, the cohomology is generated by the classes of algebraic cycles and H1
of curves. Hence the Galois group acts semi-simply [Ta2].
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The Tate conjecture for divisors is birationally invariant, and is true
for products of curves [Tal], [Ta2], Thm. 5.2. Hence it is true for divisors on
the components Va of VQ. It is then true for 1-cycles on these components,
by the hard Lefshetz theorem.
We let A^(Vo) be the Q-vector space in H^^vo/'ko, Q^)) spanned by
the classes of algebraic cycles of codimension i on Vo/ko. By Lemma 7.7
we have
(7.8)

N\Vo) 0Q^ = H^^Vo/ko^z))0^0^0^

The following cohomological argument, due to Beilinson [Be2], 1.1.2, gives
a proof of Proposition 7.2 in the equicharacteristic case.
LEMMA 7.9. — Assume that R is the henselization of the local ring
of a ko -rational point on a smooth curve over ko. Let R be the strict
henselization of R, so Gal(fi/J?) = Gal(fco/^o) = G. Assume that A is
any cycle in ^(Y^honi, and Jet A be its closure in y / R . Then there is a
divisor z G Z1^) (g) Q such that
A*(A-A,(^))=0

in N2^).

Proof. — Let L be the fraction field of R and let Z be a separable
closure of L. Put G = Gal(L/L) we then have the exact sequence in etale
cohomology
0 ^ H\Y/LM2))Q -^ H\Y/L,W)) -^ H^Y/L^^))0 -^ 0.
We also have an exact sequence in etale cohomology with supports :
H^(y/R^W)) -^ H\y/R^(2))
-^ H\Y/L^(2)) -. H^(y/R,W)).
Deligne has defined a weight filtration W. on these groups, and has
shown [De2], 1.8, 3.6.3, that
WoH^Y/L^W)^ = 0
WoH^(y/R^(2)) =0.
Hence, there is an exact sequence

WoH^(y/n,W)) -^ WoH\y/n,w))
-^ WoH^Y/L, Q<(2))8 -^ 0.
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The class of A lies in WoH^^y/R.Q^)), and maps to zero in
WQH4t(Y/~L^(2))Q, as A is homologically trivial over L. Hence rf(A)
is in the image of an element of WQH^{y/R,Q^(2)). But we have an
isomorphism of weighted vector spaces

H^{y/R^w)) ^ ^4(yoAo,Q^(-2)).
Since YQ is a normal crossing divisor, the map
H\Vo/k^W)) ^ ^WoAo,Q^(-2)) —. H^/k^{-2))
is surjective. Hence there is a class $ in -^(Vo/A^Q^l)) such that
A.(Q = rf(A) in WoH^(y/R^(2)).
We may further assume that ^ is fixed by G = Gal(fcoAo)) as ^(A)
is fixed and G acts semi-simply on ^(VoAo^Q^l)) by Lemma 7.7. The
same lemma then shows that $ lies in the subspace A^Vo) ^ Q^But A*A^) = A*c^(A) lies in the rational vector space A^Vo)Hence, we may modify $ by an element of ker A* A* to obtain a class
z € ^(Yo) with A*(A - A^)) = 0 in N2^). This completes the proof.
To prove Proposition 7.2 in the case when R has mixed characteristic,
we use Lemma 7.6 which shows that the class of A*(Ag) and A*A^(^)
depends only on the special fibre Vo, not on the choice of R or y. We
construct an equicharacteristic deformation with the same special fibre,
using Lemma 7.11 below, and use Lemma 7.9 (with A = Ae) to complete
the proof.
In fact, we have the following result, which is slightly stronger than
Proposition 7.2. Let R denote the strict henselization of R.
LEMMA 7.10. — The cohomology class of the cycle Ag — A* (z) is zero
inH^y/R^W)).
Proof. — The image of this class under the isomorphism [Mi], VI. 2.7
z* : H\y/R,W))^ H\Yo/k^W))
is G = Gal(fco/A;o)-mvariant.
It is therefore contained in WoH^^YQ/ko,^ (2)), and lies in the subspace
W-\ if and only if it is zero. Since the pullback map
/,* : Gv^H\Yo/ko,W)) —— H\Vo/ko,W))
is injective, and A*(c^(Ag) — \^(z)) = 0, the lemma follows.
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LEMMA 7.11. — There is a finite, separable extension LQ ofko, and a
good, semi-stable model X over the henselization R ofLo[t] at the maximal
ideal (t), whose closed fibre X XR LQ is isomorphic to Xo x^ Lo.
Proof. — This follows from the moduli theory of stable curves, due to
Deligne and Mumford [DeMu]. When g = 1 it is well known from Kodaira's
theory of singular fibres for elliptic surfaces, so we will assume that g > 2.
We first contract the maximal chains of genus zero components in XQ
which meet other components in exactly 2 points to singular points in the
stable curve XQ. Label the singular points of XQ which arise in this way
^111 <: i <: f' Let rii be the number of curves contracted above the point
Xi.

Let H denote the Hilbert scheme of genus g, tricanonically embedded,
stable curves over ko. Choosing a basis for H°(XQ, c<;03) allows us to identify
-'•^0
XQ with the fibre over h € H of the universal family of stable curves over
H
Xo

——

Z

h

—>

H

1

1 •

But H is smooth of dimension d = 5{g — 1) over ko. Moreover, we may
choose an isomorphism over ko
OH,h^ko[[ti,...,td]}
so that
Oz,xi ^ ko[[ti,..., td, u, v]]/(uv - ti)
as OH ,/i-algebras [DeMu], 1.6, at each singular point ^, 1 < i < r.
Let R be the henselization of ko[t] at the maximal ideal (^), and choose
a local homomorphism of fco-algebras (f): On,h —> R such that the induced
map (f) on completions satisfies ord(^(^)) = HI for 1 < i < r.
Using <^, we define the fibre product over R
X=Spec RXH Z.
Since
0-y

«X,a;z

^A;o[M,^]]/(m;-r1)
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we may recover a good, semi-stable model X by [r^/2] successive blowups at each point Xz [DeMu], p. 85. Clearly X can be defined over the
henselization R of I/o[t], where LQ is a finite extension of ko contained in
fco. We have X x^ LQ ^ XQ x^p I/o, as the blow ups at Xz give rise to the
chain of genus 0 curves which were contracted to obtain XQ from XQ.
The final result of this section extends Proposition 7.2. Let r e
Z3{Y x Y) <S> Q be a self-correspondence. We show that Proposition 7.2
remains valid when r^Ag is substituted for Ag.
PROPOSITION 7.12. — Suppose given 0 € ^(y) 0 Q such that
A*6 = 0. Let 0 C Z^V) (g) Q denote the restriction of Q to the generic
fiber. Then there is a cycle class 7:^9 € CH2{y) (g) Q satisfying A*T:*© ^ 0
whose restriction to the generic fiber is r^6 € CH^^Y) 0 Q.
Proof. — The proof involves extending the correspondence r from
y x Y to a good model which we call W. W is constructed from y Xgpec nV
as in (6.3). Write fi for the composition

^v^y^specRVp^y^
where pr^, i C {1,2} is projection on the z'th factor. Recall that fi is proper
and flat (6.16). Write r_ C ^(W) (g)Q for the closure of r e Z3(Y x Y) (g)Q.
Define

r*© = /2*(z • A*(©)) e c^(y) 0 Q,
where the intersection product takes place in CH^OV) 0 Q [GiSo], §8.
To compute A*(T^©) we use the following commutative diagram
Vb
l^

9L

Wo
[^

^ Wo
[f

^

Vo
[>

y ^ w = w ^ y,

where (^? : 1Vo — ^ W i s the normalization of the special fiber and the
right hand square is Cartesian. Thus f^ is flat and the restrictions of A, (p
and (p to connected components of their domains are regular embeddings.
Furthermore, v is the normalization of WQ and pi is a morphism between
non-singular projective varieties. We are thus in a position to apply
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intersection theory (cf. [Fu], p. 395) to obtain :

A*(z,e)=A*/2*(T-A*e)

=/2^*(z-A*©)

PHi-7

=/2^*Cr'A*e)

[Pu],2.3(&)

=/2^(^r^*A*e)

[GiSo],8.3

=/2^*(^r • Pi*A*e)
=0,

[Fu], 6.5,6.6(c)
since A* 9 = 0.

8. The height pairing.
We now assume X is defined over a number field A, and that S is
the spectrum of the ring of integers of k. We assume that X has a model
X over 5 which is good in the sense of (6.1) at each finite place of k (cf.
Example 6.2). We may then construct a regular model V for Y = X3 over
5, following the desingularization procedure (6.11). By Proposition 7.2, the
modified diagonal cycle Ag on Y has an extension to a rational class on y
which is numerically trivial in each fibral component.
Bloch [Bl] and Beilinson [Bel], [Be2] have conditionally constructed,
for any 3-fold Y over fe, a symmetric height pairing
(8.1)

< , ) : CH\Y)^ 0 CH\Y)^ -^ R

which promises to be an interesting tool in the investigation of cycle classes.
The definition of the pairing (a, b} is made under the hypotheses that Y
has a regular model V over <?, and that at least one of the cycles a, b
has a rational extension to V which is numerically trivial in every fibral
component.
By (7.12) and the remarks above, the pairing
(8.2)

(r.(Ae),r;(Ae))

is well-defined, for any self-correspondences T,T' € CH3(Y x Y) of V. In
[GrKu], §13, we conjectured the value of this pairing, for X a Shimura
curve over Q, in terms of the first derivative of triple product L-functions.
The following result is useful.
PROPOSITION 8.3. — Let T = CH1^ x X) be the ring of correspondences on X, and assume that the correspondence r ' G T03 C
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CH3(Y x Y) ofY annihilates the module H°(Y, ^). Then for any r e T03,
<T.(Ae),T;(Ae))=0.

Proof. — We have H°(Y^^) = H°(X,^)^ by the Kiinneth
decomposition. If I C T is the ideal which annihilates H°(X,^), then
the ideal of T03 annihilating H°(Y, ^) is the sum

j(8)r<g)r+r(8)j(8)r+r(8)r<g)j.
It therefore suffices to treat the case r ' = t x 1 x 1 with t € I .
Since char(fc) = 0, t annihilates ff°(X,^) if and only if it induces
the zero endomorphism of the Jacobian J of X. This implies that t is
rationally equivalent to a sum of correspondences of the form X x d or
d x X, where d is a point of X [Fu], 16.1.2.
If t = X x d, then r ' = t x 1 x 1 is the graph of the morphism
f:Y—^Y
(^1,^2,^3) '—^ (d.x^.xs).
Hence r^(Ae) = /*(Ae). But
/*(Al23)=/*(A23)={(^0:)}

/*(Ai2)=A(A2)={(d,^e)}
A(Ai3)=A(A3)={(d,e,^)}
/*(Ai)=0.

Therefore r^Ae) = 0 in CT^y^om, so we clearly have <r,(Ae), r^(Ae)) =
0.
The case when t = d x X is more interesting. Then r^ is the transpose
of /+, so T^(Ag) = /*(Ae) in the sense of intersection theory. But
/*(Ai23)={Md)}

/*(Ai2)={Me)}
/*(Ai3)={(^e,d)}
/*(Ai)={(^,e,e)}
/*(A23)=/*(A2)=/*(A3)=0.
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Therefore
r:(Ae) = {{x, d, d)} - {(re, d, e)} - {(x, e, d)} + {(a;, e, e)}

=^3^)
where a is the zero cycle
(8.4)

a=(d,d)-(d,e)-(e,d)+(e,e)

on the surface X2.
Here it is not at all obvious that r^(Ae) is zero in CH2^)^ or that a
is zero in CH2(X2). But a does have degree zero, and trivial class in the
Albanese variety of X 2 , so has trivial height pairing against any class in
Pic°(X2) by the Neron-Tate theory [Ne]. But this implies that
(T*(Ae),T:(Ae))=<T.(Ae),^3^))y
= ((P23)*T^(Ae),a)x2

=0
which completes the proof.
Note 8.5. — The conjectures of Beilinson and Bloch predict that the
class of the zero cycle a defined in (8.4) has finite order in CHo^X2) when
A; is a number field and d and e are rational points on X over k. This need
not be true when k = C [Mu].
Note 8.6. — Let X = Xo(N) be the modular curve over Q and let
e be the cusp zoo of X. Let T be the commutative ring generated by the
Hecke correspondences Tm of X, for all m prime to N. If F = f * g * h is a
triple product of newforms of weight 2 for Fo(N), write (H°(Y, f23) (g) M)^
for the F-isotypic component of the (T03 0 R)-module H°{X, Q^)03 0 R.
This has dimension one over R. Let tp be any R-linear combination of
Hecke correspondences Tyy^ (8) Tyy^ 0 Tyng of Y which projects to this
eigencomponent, and put A^ = tj?(Ae). Then by Proposition 8.3 the
pairing (A^,A^) is well-defined. Indeed, if t'p is another projector, the
difference tp -t'p annihilates H°(Y, ^(OR. The precise value of (A^, A^)
is conjectured in [GrKu], §13, when N is square-free : it should be zero
unless Op(/) * dp(g) * dp(h) = —1 for all primes p dividing TV, in which case
it should be given by a simple (non-zero) multiple of the central critical
derivative I/(F,2).
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